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PREFACE

The Government of Bangladesh has set as one of its highest
priorities the integration of the western and eastern regions of
the country, which are presently separated by the Brahmaputra -
Jamuna - padma River system.
The Government therefore proposes to carry out a study for a
multipurpose crossing, consisting of a bridge which could carry
the projected traffic, a power-interconnector and a gas pipeline.
An appraisal study has been completed in 1986, (Phase I report),
while the feasbility study is completed in 1988 (Phase 11
report)•
The decision to construct the Sirajganj corridor was selected
because the river banks in this corridor appear to be most
stable. To guarantee stability of the bridge a number of river
training works are foreseen to guide the river flow in the bridge
area. High current velocities and (expected) deep scour holes
make that the required training works are rather extensive and
sophisticated.

For this reason the World Bank, acting as the Executing Agency
for the united Nations Development Programme, has appointed the
Centre for civil Engineering Research, Codes and Specification
(CUR, for short) to undertake a research project on the design of
cross-sections of river training works focussed on the situation
in the Jamuna Bridge area.
A Panel of Experts of the Worldbank that has been assigned to
provide technical oversight of the bridge project as a whole,
defined the Terms of Reference and supervised the Jamuna Bridge
Bank Protection Research Project.
This project comprises a separate research project, which is
complementary to the above mentioned appraisal and feasbility
study.

The objective of the study is a research assignment, concerning
technical advice:
a) design-principles and execution methods for bank-protection,

training-dams and groynes in connection with river-training
works in the direct vicinity of the upstream and downstream
riverbed at the projected rivercrossing-sitei

b) research on construction materials, preferably manufactured
from local raw materials.

The first subject comprises mainly a review of available know-how
and development of execution methods. Complementary, a laboratory
test programme has been initiated, of which the results are also
implemented in the report.
The research project has been prosecuted under the overall
responsibility of CUR, for which CUR appointed a Supervising
Committee on September 5th 1986.
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After signing of the contract between the Worldbank and CUR the
supervising Committee started the project on February 15th 1988
and completed it on July 1988. The Committee has analysed the
problem, formulated and sub-contracted the actual research-work
in subsequent parts to the most appropriate research
institutions and consultants and reviewed the final report from
the contributions of each separate part of the research sub
contracts into one comprehensive report.
The basic principle of managing and enforcement of the research
project is shown below:

Worldbank

Panel of Experts:

Prof. Ben C. Gerwick, jr., chairman
Prof. J.F. Agema
Dr. J. Fay
Mr. T. Kuesel
Mr. C. Ostenfeld
Mr. R.A. Sandford

(USA)
(the Netherlands)
(USA)
(USA)
(Denmark)
(United Kingdom)

CUR

Supervising Committee*

Drs. ir. J.K. Vrijling, chairman
Ir. A.J. Bliek, secretaryjreporter
Prof.dr. J. Bijen
Jhr.ir. M.R. van der Does de Bye
Ir. O.G. Hamer
Ir. K.W. Pilarczyk
Prof.ir. H.J.T. Span
Ir. G.J.H. Vergeer
Ir. H. van Tongeren, mentor

(RWS-S&S)
(de Weger Int.)
(TUD)
(RWS-S&S)
(RWS-DWW)
(RWS-DWW)
(TUD)
(CUR)
(CUR)

Sub-contractors*

TNO.IBBeWLde Weger Int. GD
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The private consulting engineering firm F.C. de Weger Interna
tional has been the representative of the sub-contracted
Consultant and edited the final report.
The report, including 3 annexes, has been completed in August
1988.
In this volume, annexe IV is presented separately.
In this annexe, Dutch experiments with bank protection systems in
the period 1980 - 1989 are summarized.

March 1990 The Executive Committee of the CUR

* RWS-S&S = Ministry of Public Works, department of locks &
weirs, Utrecht.

RWS-DWW = Ministry of Public Works, department of hydraulic
engineering and research.

TUD = Delft Univarsity of Technology.
GD = Delft Geotechnics.
WL = Delft Hydraulic Laboratory.
IBBC-TNO= Institute for building materials and structures.
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DUTCH PROTOTYPE EXPERIMENTS WITH BANK PROTECTION SYSTEMS

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL

The report on the Jamuna Bridge Bank Protection Research
Project (CUR, Gouda, the Netherlands, 1988), prepared on
behalf of the World Bank gives a summary of the state-of
the-art design rules for bank protection systems under
attack of waves or currents.
These rules are based on a longlasting experience on
revetment stability worldwide and on recent research
programmes, part of them still being in progress, executed
in the Netherlands.

In this annexe to the afore mentioned report on the
research project of the Jamuna Bridge Bank Protection two
topics of these research programmes are presented:

a. the prototype experiments with numerous types of
protection in the Hartel Canal close to Rotterdam

b. the prototype experiments with block mattresses at the
Houtrib-dike, bordering the IJsselmeer close to
Amsterdam.

It should be noted that the results of these experiments
are fully included in the design rules that are given in
the main report.

1.2 SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTS

The location of both test sites is given in figure 1.1.

The tests in the Hartel Canal were carried out in 2 phases
(1981 and 1983). The main load on the embankments of this
canal is caused by the effects of ships passing through the
canal, especially push barge units (up to 6 barges).
This type of load is different from normal wave attack and
also different from current attack. For this reason, not
only the behaviour of the embankment, but also the
hydraulic loads (in function of vessel sizes, speed, etc.)
were monitored in these experiments. .
The results, with emphasis on the behaviour of the
embankment, are dealt with in chapter 2.

The tests at the Houtrib-dike in the lake IJsselmeer were
performed in 1986. The dike is open to attack by wind waves
that are generated on the lake during westerly winds (fetch
length some 25 km).
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A number of bloek mats (several types) were tested here,
combined with referenee sections of rip-rap.
Approximately one month after completion of the test
sections, the dike was subject to a severe storm that
exceeded the design conditions with some 30-40% (wave
height).
The results of these experiments are given in ehapter 3.
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2. THE HARTEL CANAL PROTOTYPE EXPERIMENTS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The prototype measurements in the Hartel Canal, a main
inland navigation fairway close to Rotterdam connecting the
harbour or Rotterdam/Europoort (Maasvlakte) with the river
Rhine, were set up in the framework of a systematic
research program on bank and dike protection.
The aim of the total research programme is to develop such
design criteria that the amount of maintenance and
construction costs is minimized.

Although the prototype measurements in the Hartel Canal
form a part of the total programme, in this chapter that
programme and its findings are only mentioned as far as it
is necessary to explain the results of the prototype
measurements.

The conditions of the Hartel Canal were considered to be
representative for a wide range of prototype situations.
The canal has a straight fairway with a restricted width
(bottom width 75 m, depth 7 m), continuous slopes of
homogeneous subsoil, and little disturbance by shipping.
During the lst series of measurements (1981) the Hartel
Canal was closed by a navigation lock (i.e. constant water
level was present). During the 2nd series (1983) the canal
was in an open connection - through the tidal river Oude
Maas - with the North Sea (i.e. tidal level and flow
fluctuation was present).

For the first series of measurements eight different 40 m
long test sections were constructed. Five others were added
by different contractors in 1983.
A summary of the structure types that have been tested is
given in the table on the next page.
The symbols and parameters used in this table
D = thickness of mattress or stone diameter
~ = relative density ; (Ps - p);lf
p~= density of stone or mattres
p = density of water

are:
[m]
[-]
[kg/m3]
[kg/m3]

In all cases the slope of the embankments was 1 on 4
(vertical:horizontal).
A geotextile was applied under the primary armour in those
cases where a relatively open structure was placed directly
on a fine sublayer.
In appendix 1 an illustration is given of all slope
protection systems that have been instalIed in the Hartel
Canal. .
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embankmenttype thic1mess D relative
top1ayer cSensityA bD

100se materials
• fine gravel (30-80 Dm) on sand '"0.045 m 1.6 0.07
• ooarse gravel (80-200 Dm) on sand ",,0.14m 1.6 0.22
· rip-rap (5-40 kg) on sand '"0.20 m 1.6 0.32
• ditto on c1ay ",0.20 m 1.6 0.32

b10ck :RitchiDg
• b10cks 0.1.5m thick on clay 0.1.5m 1.35 0.20
• ditto on sand 0.1.5m 1.35 0.20
• ditto on gravel 0.1.5m 1.35 0.20

inter10cked block reve'bDents
• basal.ton on sand 0.1.5m 1.35 0.20
• ditto on silex 0.12 m 1.35 0.16
• Al:morflex mats 0.11 m 1.35 0.1.5
• ~Delta mats 0.16 m 1.35 0.22

miscel.1aneaus
• sand-sammqe mattress Profix 0.20 m 1.0 0.20
• P1O-Reno mattresses (gabions) 0.17 m 1.0 0.17
• Fixtone open stone aspbalt 0.1.5m 1.0 0.1.5

2.2 SITUATION

The situation of the test sections along the border of the
Hartel Canal is given in figure 2.1. In figure 2.2 the
measuring instruments that were instalIed are shown.
The typical cross-section of the test sections is given in
figure 2.3.
The loads on the embankments were generated by sailing
vessels, mainly pushing units.
The test embankments (top-Iayer and subsoil), test-ships and
wet cross-section of the test location were equipped with
various instruments. The measurements were centrally
directed from a shore-based "centraI" cabin (see figure
2.2). Just before entering the test-section of the canal by
a test-ship, all instruments started operating
simultaneouslyon a command given in the centraI cabin.
Processing of the data followed immediately, resulting in
plots of the selected signaIs. By analyzing the plotted
information in conjunction with erosion measurements, a weIl
balanced selection of the next required test conditions
could be made.
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Fig. 2.3 Typical cross section of prototype embankments
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2.3 INSTALLED INSTRUMENTS

a. Hydro instruments. To obtain a thorough insight into
ship induced water motion, detailed measurements of wave
heights, velocities and turbulence were carried out.
Wave height meters, flow velocity meters and flow
direction indicators were fixed to the measurement jetty
(see figure 2.2). A wave run up device was instalIed on
the slope. Moreover, some other hydro measurements were
carried out, viz.: measurements of pressures along the
slope, measurements of vertical flow distribution (to
determine development of the boundary layer),
measurement of turbulence rate in the immediate vicinity
of the rip-rap, and measurement of rate and direction of
velocity, pressure and vertical distance to the ship (by
means of echosounder) in the line of the ship path.

b. Soil mechanical instruments. A number of water pressure
gauges were placed into the subsoil before the filter
cloth and top layers were put into place. These gauges
were situated in such a manner that both horizontal and
vertical gradients were measured. Beforehand, 6 concrete
blocks and 3 basalton blocks had also been provided with
pressure gauges on both sides of the blocks which made
it possible to determine the absolute pressure and the
pressure difference exerted on the protection bloeks
when attacked by ship induced waves. All hydro-, and
soil mechanical instruments were directly connected to
the centraI data acquisition system.

c. Erosion control. A number of preparations and devices
were applied to determine the beginning of motion -and/or
erosion of protective materiaIs. These were: coloured
sections of gravel and rip rap, flat cylindrical gravel
traps (to catch the gravel) and a jack-up for stereo
pictures at rip-rap locations. When the ship had passed
divers immediately inspected the embankments under the
waterline, collected eroded rip-rap and surveyed the
four gravel traps. All trapped material was carefully
analysed~ From time to time the erosion holes were
filled with the aid of a barge-tug combination.

d. Instruments aboard of test ships. On board of the test
ships the following parameters were recorded: course and
rudder-angle, trim of the barges, and torque and number
of revolutions of the shafts. A gyrocompass was used to
determine the course. All signals were recorded as a
function of time. Transfer to a function of place is
only possible when a very accurate position system is
used. Data recorded on board during a run were directly
collected by a liaison boat and taken to the centraI
cabin.



Fig. 2.4 Pushing unit 2 x 3 loaded
length 153 m, width 35.4 m, draught 3.0 m
sailing along the test site

Fig. 2.5 Pushing unit 3 x 2 loaded
length 229.5 m, width 23.6 m, draught 3.0 m
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e. Positioning system. In the prolongation of the Hartel
Canal leading lights were placed to show which course
the test ships had to maintain (centerline or toe of
slope). The exact position of the test ship was
determined with a Minilir system in conjunction with an
automatically operating distance meter (Aga-120).
Through the continuous registration of these instruments
the ship's position was accurately determined. Both the
position of the ship in the fairway and the total
sinkage and trim of the barges were stored and added to
the central acquisition system immediately after each
test run.

2.4 HYDRAULIC LOADS

During the lst series of measurements (1981) the following
test ships were used:

small vessel for management
pushing unit, 4500 hp, with barges (length each barge
76.5 m, width 11.8 mand draught 3.0 m); four loaded
barges in 2 x 2 formation, four empty barges and six
loaded barges in 3 x 2 and 2 x 3 formation (see figures
2.4 and 2.5)
tug, 700 hp.

During the 2nd series of measurements (1983) the following
test ships were used:

pushing unit; 5400 hp, four loaded barges in 2 x 2
formation (one test run was also done with four empty
barges)
motor vessel, 800 hp (80 m x 9.5 m x 2.5 m)
tug, 1120 hp.

The number of test runs with each test ship and the maximum
values of watermot ion components induced by test ships are
summarized on the next page.



Fig. 2.6 Ship induced wave attack on the
test embankments
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Test ship Position no. of VR Z H
turns (mis) (m) (m)

1981
push barges:

2 x 2, loaded centerline 19 1.27 0.75 0.40
2 x 2, loaded toe of slope 21 2.02 0.85 0.40
2 x 2, empty toe of slope 7 0.85 0.73 0.86
2 x 3, loaded toe of slope 4 1.52 0.84 0.21
2 x 3, loaded centerline 4 1.35 0.67 0.20
3 x 2, loaded toe of slope 3 1.12 0.56 0.30
3 x 2, loaded centerline 6 1.06 0.45 0.27

tug toe of slope 2

1983
push barges

2 x 2, loaded toe of slope 34 1.85 1.15 0.35
2 x 2, empty toe of slope 1 0.75 0.55 0.75

motor-vessel toe of slope 16 0.60 .0.35 0.30
tug 38 - - 0.80

VR = velocity of return flow, Z = max. waterlevel
depression, H = height of secondary waves.

The magnitude of these parameters have been actually
observed in the Hartel Canal during the tests.
An example of the ship induced wave attack on the
embankments is given in figure 2.6.
Theoretical and practical considerations and relationships
to determine these parameters from the ship characteristics
are given in appendix 2, attached to this report. In this
appendix use is made, among others, of the results of the
prototype measurements discussed here.

2.5 BEHAVIOUR OF TEST EMBANKMENTS

Figure 2.7 shows the main characteristics of a number of
the protection systems that have been installed.

2.5.1 Loose materials

a. Gravel on geotextile and sandy subsoil. Two gravel
embankments, one with 30 - 80 mm gravel (fine) and the
other with 80 - 200 mm gravel (coarsel, were applied to
verify the model relations describing the beginning of
movement and transport of loose materials under ship
induced water motion. High gravel transports were only
observed when push tows and tugs sailed at high speed
near the bank. In general, calculation methods based on
model results give a proper approximation of the
prototype values.
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It is interesting to note, that during the period
between the two series of prototype measurements
(October 1981 - May 1983) an unexpectedly high transport
of fine gravel took place as a result of anormal
(rather low) shipping intensity in the Hartel Canal. The
probable explanation could be, that more vessels
(particularly small vessels and tugboats) are sailing
nearer to the bank than expected at the first sight. It
also emphasizes the necessity of sufficient statistical
data on behaviour of ships in navigation channels to be
able to properly predict a longterm transport balance.

b. Rip-rap 5-40 kg on geotextile. For this class of rip-rap
beginning of movement was rather exceptional. It has
been observed to occur mainly due to secondary waves
induced by empty barges and tugs sailing very close to
the bank (i.e. at the toe of the slope). The two types of
subsoil that were considered (sand and clay respecti
vely) did not result in any significant differences in
behaviour of the rip-rap slope protection. It can be
concluded that in the most practical cases this, or a
little higher class of rip-rap would be satisfactory for
normal inland fairways. In the Netherlands the stone
classes used normally for bank protection of channels
with high shipping intensity (incl. push-tow) are of the
10-60 kg andjor 60-300 kg types.

2.5.2 Placed (free) blocks

In the Netherlands, concrete blocks are frequently used for
the revetments of dikes, dams and banks. In general, no
reliable design criteria are as yet available for these
(and also for interlocked) revetments. In all these cases,
the type of sublayer (permeablejimpermeable) and the rate
of permeability of the blocks are very important factors
for the stability of these revetments. Sometimes, these
blocks are threaded with cables or connected to a
geotextile by nails or nylon nooses (or even glued) forming
a flexible and structurally integrated mat system.

For the prototype tests, 0.3 m x 0.2 mand 0.15 m thick
concrete blocks were used. Both sand and clay were used to
form a subsoil. No failure of the revetment has been
observed (e.g. no uplifting of blocks). However, limited
settIements and thus deformation of the revetment has been
observed at various pIaces where the underlayer consisted
of sand and geotextile.
Analysis of the registration of the pressure gauges below
the blocks has indicated that the hydraulic gradients at
the intersurface of sandy subsoil and geotextile often
exceeded the critical values for the beginning of erosion.
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Because of the geotextile the vertical transport was limited
and the main transport took place probably along the slope.
Some amount of sand could get lost due to a lack of adequate
sand tightness at the transition from the block revetment to
the rip-rap toe protection.

2.5.3 Flexible interlocked block revetments

Three types of flexible interlocked revetments with three
different principles of interlocking were used for the
prototype tests, namely: basalton blocks, Armorflex mats
and Delta block mats (ACZ).

a) Basalton blocks (prisms). The excellent experience the
Netherlands has had with naturaI basalt revetments
(stone pitching) in conjunction with its increasing
costs because of the shortage of natural basalt, have
resulted in the development of artificial concrete
prisms based on the shape of the naturaI basalt
(patented as "Basalton"). This system is characterized
by a polygon connection and consists of various shapes
and different dimensions of prisms which alloweven the
construction of a random shaped revetment. The blocks
are produced in various sizes and with various
densities. Lately they are also available as Basalton
mats. The area of the interblock space equals about 20%
of the total surface area. The blocks are slightly
tapered vertically. Because of this, the prisms may sink
lower if there is any settIement of the soil-body or
erosion of the sublayer, which is immediately evident
for this reason. Moreover, because of its tapered
shape, the prisms have a firm position in the slope. The
interstices between the blocks are filled with, for
instanee, graded broken stone, silex or copper-slag
(size 1-50 mm). As aresuIt, the possibility of upward
movement of the blocks is strongly reduced. In the
Netherlands, the underlayer normally consists of graded
broken stone of silex stone (a waste product of the
cement industry) of 0-60 mm and about 0.3 m thick (i.e.
for sea-dikes).
It is also possible to place Basalton blocks on sand
soil with a geotextile and broken stone in between.
Recently full scale tests on this type of revetment were
performed in the large Delta Flume of the Delft
Hydraulics Laboratory. As a result of the filling of the
interstices with granular material the strength of the
structure may increase to very high levels. These high
values are not recommended for practical applications
however, because of the fact that the ideal circumstances
of the laboratory test sections will never be present in
reality over the whole revetment length and over the
whole lifetime of the structure. Moreover, the stability
of the filter and the subsoil may become critical in this
case.
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The behaviour of the Basalton revetment, used in the
prototype tests in the Hartel Canal, was very
satisfaetory. During the first series of measurements
(1981) only 0.15 m thiek bloeks were used. During the
2nd series (1983) 0.12 m high bloeks were also applied.
In both cases no stability problems oeeurred. The
washing out of the granular material was, on average,
restrieted to a few centimetres in depth.
This aspect leads to the restrietion that the thiekness
of the bloeks should never be less than approximately
0.10 m, even under very moderate wave attaek.

b) Armorflex bloek mats. The purpose shaped interloeking
Armorflex bloeks are threaded with steel or nylon cables
and bounded together, thus forming a flexible mat
system. A geotextile andjor a graded filter are firstly
spread over the slope to be proteeted, and than overlaid
by the bloek mat. Additionally, granular material may be
applied to the interbloek spaces to rigidify the mat
onee it is in plaee. Beeause of the eabling, this system
maintains its integrity in the event of subgrade
deformation or severe dynamie loading up to a eertain
exeeedanee of the design conditions for free bloeks. The
Armorflex mat system has been investigated extensively
with respect to wave attaek.

For the prototype test embankments in the Hartel Canal
both full and eellular type bloeks of 0.11 m height were
used. The interstiees of both systems were filled with
fine gravel. The performance of these systems was very
satisfaetory. Against expeetation the washing out of the
grouting material was rather limited.

e) ACZ Delta bloek mats. The system is eharaeterized by a
diagonal bloek distribution and consists of reetangular
purpose shaped bloeks (bloeks 0.20 m x 0.40 m underneath
and 0.155 m x 0.355 m upper surface). The bloeks are
poured onto the geotextile. The connection between
bloeks and geotextile is realized by four nylon nooses
eonneeted to the geotextile.
The spaee between the bloeks in the test seetion was
about four centimetres wide. The bloek mats (bloek height
0.16 m) were plaeed on gravel; interstiees we re also
filled with gravel.
However, due to the faet that the ratio between the
interstiees and the nominal diameter of the applied
gravel was rather large, the fill material was soon
washed out and the external hydraulie load was aeting
through the geotextile directlyon the sand sublayer. In
the long run this may lead to eros ion of the sublayer and
deformation of the revetment, if the mat is direetly
plaeed on a sand sublayer instead of on a gravel layer as
was done in the Hartel Canal. The short term performance
of this mat did not lead to instability problems.
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Even after 4 years of exposure to the ship induced wave
action in the canal, only minor settIements were observed
in the Hartel canal tests.
In generaI, the weak point of all types of block mats is
how to repair them when the sublayer erodes and/or when
the (under-water) connection of adjoining mats fails.

2.5.4 Sand-sausage mattresses (Profix).

zinkon B.V., a Dutch company specialized in bank and slope
protection works, has developed a flexible erosion control
system composed of filter-cloths and granular fill
material, known as the Profix system. Profix is a fast and
relatively cheap methode Two tightly woven polypropylene
cloths are stitched together at regular intervals to give a
design weight of at least 200 kg/m2 when filled with sand.
Both filter cloths must be sand tight. Moreover the outer
cloth is stabilized against ultra violet radiation. It is
provided with a feIt layer to promote and develop
vegetation that provides extra protection against u.v.
radiation. The cloths allow plant roots to penetrate into
the subsoil thus providing extra stability to the
construction. The required strength of the filter cloths
depends on the exerted loads, the design of the slopes, the
method of construction, the thickness and the weight of the
fill material. Sand and/or gravel are very suitable as fill
material, possibly mixed with cohesive additives. Mixing
the fill with seeds can promote vegetation. The empty
mattress is spread out at the top of the revetment and
pulled out in stages, as they are filled, into the river or
channel. Dry sand is blown through rubber hoses threaded in
turn into flap covered openings every 5 to 10 m along each
tube of the mattresses.
These mattresses are actually used on a large scale for
bank protection works in the Nigerian Delta area (since
1981) •
Special attention has to be paid to the risk of vandalism
i.e. the mats may be cut away on purpose or damaged by pins
through them. However, this has not been experienced. For
areas which are not so densely populated (i.e. no serious
risk of vandalism) this system may offer a good alternative
bank protection.

The Profix mattress at the test embankment had an average
thickness of 0.20 m containing medium to coarse sand,
between a flat laying filter cloth sticked together at
intervals of 0.40 m. The direction of the tubes was up and
down the slope.
The experience with this system obtained through the tests
in the Hartel Canal showed the high importance of a
sufficient degree of density (compaction) of the sand
inside the mattress.
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Due to breakdowns of the filling equipment this degree,
unfortunately, was not obtained and migration of sand grains
inside the tubes downward the slope could take place. This
as a result of the water movements caused by tidal action
and passing ships.
Consequently, the part of the mattress below the maximum
water level was densified affecting the filling degree of
the upper part. After refilling this part of the mattress
the performance of the construct ion appeared to remain more
satisfactory.

2.5.5 PVC Reno mattresses (Maccaferri Gabions).

A gab ion is a large wire mesh basked coated with zinc or
PVC (polyvinyl chloride) to ensure long life under adverse
conditions. It is rectangular in shape, variable in size
with diaphragms at certain intervals. These baskets, filled
with relatively small rock, are widely used in bank
stabilisation and river training structures. The inherent
flexibility of the gabions - the ability to bend without
breaking - seems to be the primary reason for their
success. other important advantages are its permeability,
stability, easy repair and relative economy.

The mattresses used in the prototype tests were PVC coated
baskets 1.0 m x 4.0 mand 0.17 m thick, filled with coarse
gravel 70 - 130 mm and placed on a geotextile on sand. The
performance was satisfactory. However, the placement was
done with more than normal care. After the tests only a
slight swelling of the individual cells was observed. Also,
only a limited number of stones has escaped throughout the
wire mesh of the mattress baskets. The gabions show to be a
good alternative for locations where vandalism is not a
problem.

2.5.6 Fixtone (Bitumarin B.V.)

Fixtone (open stone asphalt) is applied since 1968 as a
modern development in the construction of permeable asphalt
revetments. Fixtone is produced in a asphalt mixing plant in
two phases. In the first phase a sandmastic is produced with
a composition: 62% sand, 20% filler and 18% straight run
bitumen. The composition can vary due to differences in raw
materials to be applied. In the second phase this sandmastic
is mixed with crushed lime stone (20/40 mm or 16/22 mm) in
the ratio: 82% stone and 18% sandmastic. The two phases are
succesively carried out in one mixing procedure. The Fixtone
has a void ratio of approx. 25% with pores having a diameter
up to 10 mmo
The Fixtone revetment generally consists of a layer of
fixtone on a filterlayer. This filterlayer may consist of a
layer of lean sandasphalt or a filterfabric to prevent
subbase material to wash out.
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For slope and bottom protection under water Fixtone can be
applied as a prefabricated mattress including a sand-tight
filterfabric.
Due to the complicated visco-elastic properties of asphalt
mixes, which cannot be scaled down, the assessment of
resistance to wave attack can only be carried out on actual
scale. In order to provide a design tool for designers, the
experience from several projects in combination with the
application of the theoretical models has been compiled into
a "rule of thumb", reading:

D = C.Hs

in which D = thickness of the Fixtone layer, Hs = signifi
cant wave height and C = coefficient, being 1/6 in the case
of Fixtone on a filtercloth and 1/10 on a sandasphalt
filter. This rule is also supported by large scale check
tests in the Delta flume of the Delft Hydraulic Laboratory.
By taking a relative density~ of the Fixtone of 1.0, this
leads to a Hs/ Á D-value of 6-10. Large scale tests in the
Delta flume show figures up to 13. siltation or growth of
algaes in the relatively small pores of the Fixtone may
reduce these very high stability figures.

The prototype test embankment in the Hartel Canal consisted
of a 0.15 m thick toplayer of Fixtone (stone size 20/40 mm)
on an average 0.15 m thick layer of lean sandasphalt. The
shortterm performance of Fixtone was rather satisfactory. As
the surface was not finished by slight compaction, a very
small number of stones loosened as was expected due to wave
attack.

In general the conclusions and experiences correspond with
the conclusions of large scale tests in the Delta Flume
where wind waves up to Hmax = 2.65 m were generated on a
similar structure. Longterm abrasion tests are being carried
out in the large stream flume at Lith in the Netherlands.
The results indicated an acceptable durability of the
surface under longterm loadings (3 weeks) of an intermediate
dynamic loading by a waterjet generated from a hydraulic
head of 4,0 m. Currents up to 6,0 m/sec and more were
generated on the surface.
For details with respect to the design and execution methods
of Fixstone reference is made to annexe 11 to the main
report.
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2.6 STABILITY CALCULATIONS

The standard parameter for the determination of the
stability of primary armour layers of a slope under attack
of waves reads:

Hs IA D

where:
Hs = significant wave height
~ = relative density ( Ps -p )/P
Ps = density of primary armour
p = water density
D = thickness of primary armour layer

or stone diameter

[m]
[-]
[kg/m3]
[kg/m3]

[m]

In section 2.1 all types of slope protection that have been
applied are specified in terms of their~D-value.
A rough estimate of the loads on the structures can be
obtained by taking the height of the secondary wave as given
in section 2.4, being in 1981 0.86 m at maximum (average of
7 turns), and in 1983 0.80 m at maximum (average of 38
turns) and by assuming that this wave can be considered to
be a significant wind wave.

From appendix 2 can be seen that this approach is not
completely correct, as ship induced loads cannot be set
equal to wind wave attack.
Nevertheless, this approach is g1v1ng an idea on the
stability factor, i.e. the ratio between load and strength.

The strength of the structure is expressed in a maximum
acceptable value of Hs/~D. This maximum depends on:

the structure type (~-coefficient)
the slope angle a
the wave breaking parameter ~ z' defined as:

}z.= tan al -J Hs/Lo

where: 2-
Lo = g.Tz 12 Ir
g = acceleration due to gravity
Tz = average wave period

[m]
[m/s2]
[sJ

The effect of Szand a on the strength of the structure is
also a function of the type of structure. For details
reference is made to the main report.
To simplify the presentation, the effects of ~z and a are
not presented separately here; they are included in the
value of ~.
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The table presented on the following page shows for each
system:

its Ä D-value
its load (Hs-value)
its Hsl AD value
its 4>-value
its stability factor f, being the ratio between 4>and the
actual Hsl AD.

pmtection ,óD lis Bs/AD ti; *) f stability
type [m] [m] [-] [-] [-] indication

fine gravel 0.07 0.86 12.3 2.25 0.18 failed
ooarse gravel 0.22 0.86 3.9 2.25 0.58 failed
rip-rap 0.32 0.86 2.7 2.25 0.83 failed
pitcbed blocks 0.20 0.86 4.3 3.0 0.70 failed
basalton 0.15 m 0.20 0.86 4.3 4.0-6.0**) 0.93-1.40 stable
basalton 0.12 m 0.16 0.80 5.0 4.0-6.0**> 0.80-1.20 stable
AnDorflex 0.15 0.80 5.3 4.0-6.0**) 0.75-1.13 stable
lCa-Delta 0.22 0.80 3.6 4.0-6.0**) 1.11-1.67 stable
Profix 0.20 0.80 4.0 3.5 0.88 failed
PYC-Reno 0.17 0.80 4.7 4.5 0.96 failed
Fi.xtone (,tyou:tq') 0.15 0.80 5.3 >6.0 >1.13 stable

*) 4>includes the effects of the slope angle (1 on 4) and a
wave breaking parameter ~. = 1

**) the higher values refer to a situation with gravel
filled interstices.

From the table can be concluded that the loads on 6 bank
protection systems exceeded the design criteria (stability
factor lower than 1).
Nevertheless, only for the gravel and the rip-rap displace
ments were observed (the rip-rap being "rather exceptional
beginning of movement" only).
This may indicate that design criteria (4)-values) for some
of the bank protection systems are on the safe side.
On the other hand, the simplifications applied (ship induced
wave is comparable to significant wind wave) are not
correct, both with respect to the water motion and with
respect to the duration of the attack (a few waves or a
whole storm).
Final conclusions cannot be drawn for this reason.
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2.7 CONCLUSIONS

The behaviour of the test embankments in the Hartel Canal
was in generaI satisfactory.
Only on the gravel revetments significant displacements
could be observed (as expected).
According to the calculations presented in the previous
section, 4 other types had a stability factor lower than 1
(failure), i.e.:

rip-rap
pitched blocks
profix sand-sausage mattress
PVC-Reno gabions.

In reality, only the rip-rap was subject to "rather excep
tional beginning of movement" i the other systems were
stabIe.
Two reasons can be given for this discrepance:
a) the assumptions made in the determination of the

hydraulic loads
b) may be the stability criteria are on the safe side.

The other 5 systems that have been tested were stabIe, both
in nature and according to the calculations.

Additional remarks can be made about 2 systems:
ACZ-Delta block mats. Due to the fact that the ratio between
the interstices and the nominal diameter of the applied
gravel was rather large, the grouting material was soon
washed out and the external hydraulic load was acting
through the geotextile directlyon the sublayer. In the
long run this may lead to erosion of the sublayer and
deformation of the revetment (not observed in the Hartel
Canal). Improvement of the system i.e. reducing the space
between the blocks, has in the meantime been accomplished.
Sand sausage mattresses (ProFix). Due to breakdowns of the
filling equipment the required degree of density
(compaction) was not obtained and migration of sand grains
inside the.tubes downward the slope could take place. After
refilling this part of the mattress the performance of the
construction appeared to remain more satisfactory.

From the extensive measurements on the hydraulic conditions
that have been carried out during the tests and the
observed erosion of the gravel sections stability criteria
could be determined for ship induced wave attack.
These criteria refer to the velocity of the return flow,
the waterlevel depression in front of the transverse
sternwave and the secondary waves that are generated by
passing vessels.
A summary of these design criteria is also given in
appendix 2, attached to this report.
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3. EMBANKMENTS IJSSELMEER (HOUTRIB-DIKE)

3.1 INTRODUCTION
;."..(...o~';'"!.o,,, "".}~ 0.. Y"c'p<"'--f )

The prototype tests on block matsIalong the d1ke in the
IJsselmeer between Enkhuizen and Lelystad (Houtrib-dike)
were carried out in view of future development plans in
that area.
In these plans the construction of a number of dikes is
foreseen. These dikes have to be constructed on a subsoil
that is subject to significant settlements that may vary
from plaee to place.

When compared to the traditional solution, consisting of
rip-rap on a filter strueture, bloek mats have the
adventage that they are flexible.
Differenees in settlement behaviour of the subsoil can be
met very simply using bloek mats.
Moreover, reereational use of the embankment is more
attraetive when bloek mats are applied.

As there are numerous types of block mats on the market, it
was decided to apply four types in the tests, each of them
to be supplied by different manufaeturers.

The dimensions of each of these types were determined in
such a way that it would be likely that the actual wave
attack would come close to the design conditions in a
period of 2-3 years.
The test sections were installed in September 1986; final
conelusions were drawn in 1988/89.

3.2 SITUATION

The loeation of the test sections is given in figure 3.1.
They are prone to wave attack from westerly directions, the
feteh length being some 25 km.

The lake normally has a more or less stagnant waterlevel.
During storms from westerly directions wind and wave set up
may oeeur.

Currents ean be neglected.

The waterdepth at the toe of the dike amounts some 4
metres.

The length of the test seetions varied between 30 and 40
metres, while both at the nothern and the southern end a
section of rip-rap (natural stone) of 25 m was added for
referenee purposes. See figure 3.2.
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The following mat types were selected for these tests (from
south to north) .

V.O.B.-mat: concrete bloeks fixed to a geotextile by
synthetic pins. The blocks are fixed to the geotextile
in a rectangular pattern. The connection between the
blocks is secured by the geotextile.
Standard sizes of the mat are 4 x 6 or 4 x 8 metres.

$~
Asam-mat: concrete blocks in "half-stone" bond, joined
by 2 cables (stainless steel) per block and interlocked
by cams. The shape of the blocks is a trapezium, in such
a way that the top of each block is more or less
horizontal after placing it on a slope.
Standard size is ~ x 4 metres •

•~ (\ w-~J.- r0
Armorflex-rnat:basicly the same idea as the Asarn-rnat,
although the shape of the blocks is different (no
trapeziurn)•-"-'l'he-G0nGept-was-Q-r-ig-i-:na.l-Ly--de.\le~-Qped-i-n-the
~YSA. The blocks applied in the tests were closed
concrete blocks (open blocks, allowing vegetation are
also possible).

Beto-mat: basicly the same principle as the Armorflex
mat, the main differences being the shape of the blocks
and the method of connection of the blocks with 2 steel
cables per block.

Each of these systems is also presented in appendix 1 to
this report.

3.3 DESIGN ASPECTS

The design aspects of the several types of bank protection
are summerized only very briefly in this report. Only those
aspects that are relevant for the understanding of the
behaviour are mentioned here.

a) Stability top layer
The wave conditions, calculated from fetch length and
wind speed, that are taken as the design load amount:
- significant wave height Hs = 1.2 m
- mean wave period T~ = 4.0 sec.
The slope of the revetment 1S taken at 1 on 4
(vertical:horizontal).

The resulting stone weight for rip-rap of natural stone
with a density of 2700 kgjrn3amounts 650N.
For the reference sections at both sides of the test
sections a mixture of 10-300 kg (100-3000 N) unit stone
weight has been taken.
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For the mat sections the following weights were taken:
- VOB-mat : total weight 340 kg/m2
- other mats: total weight 305 kg/m2 .

e~ 2_r"kv~\x "L......,.·t!
The -fo-I--l-ew-i-nq-specifications réanbe summarized as
follows:

embankment thickness relative .àD
type toplayer D density ~

rip-rap r.I 0.40 m 1.7 0.68
V.O.B. 0.15 m 1.2 0.18
ASAM 0.17 m 1.2 0.20
Armorflex 0.15 m 1.2 0.18
Beto 0.17 m 1.2 0.20

The interstices between the blocks were not filled with
gravel. ~ ~_.
The atability factor for the block mats Hs/AD amounts

~.0-6~~. This is a high value compared to the standard
criterionL of Hs/Ä D = 4.

of pl<>-c(_J.610(,0
The reason of this is twofold: 1
a) some calculation and laboratory test results showed

that Hs/ l:l D = 4 is conservative;
b) the availability of the mattresses: for each type the

maximum standard dimensions were selected.

b) Filter stability
Under all mats a geotextile has been applied to prevent
washing out of fine materials through the gaps between
the blocks (especially of the Asam, Armorflex and Beto
types).

Under the geotextile a layer of minestone 10/250 mm has
been applied, to be placed on top of the sandy core of
the dike.
In the design stage some doubt existed on the
possibility of the penetration of sand from the core
into the filter layer. For this reason inspection of the
filter layer in the evaluation stage at the end of the
test programme was foreseen.
At a part of the test sections the geotextile was placed
directlyon the sand at the upper part of the slope
..(above mean water level).

To prevent water overpressure in the filter the
permeability has to increase going from the core to the
top layer.
This aspect has been one of the design criteria for the
geotextile.
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c) Stability subsoil ~
For reasons of stability of the subsoil a slope of 1 on 4 _
(vertical:horizontal) was selected.

d) Top of the slope protection
The top of the armoured slope was 2.5 m above the 1
waterlevel for all types of block mats.
The top of the mats was fixed to wooden piles that were
anchored in the core of the dike.

e) Toe of the slope protection
The toe level for all mat types was 2 m below the mean
waterlevel. On this level a berm of 2 m width consisting
of a minestone layer of 0.5 m thickness was constructed.
On top of this layer gravel 30/200 mm was dumped (total
weight 1000 kg per running metre) •

f) Joints between the mats
The several mat types were connected to each other by
means of cables of stainless steel winded around the end
blocks of each mat type.
The geotextile underneath the mats was continuous at
these joints.

Typical ross sections of the test embankments are given in
figure'3.3')

~

3.4 DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST RESULTS

Immediately after completion of the test sections in
september 1986 an automatical wave and waterlevel recorder
was instalIed in front of the dike. This recorder was
damaged the first week after installation by an unknown
vessel.
Before re-installation of the recorder, at October 20th,
1986, approximately 1 month after completion of the test
sections, a severe storm occured, causing damage to all mat
types.
The (estimated) wave height during this storm exceeded the
design conditions with some 30-40%.
This storm and the damage to the structure will be
discussed in the next section.
After this storm a relatively quiet period followed,
without any further damage until the end of the test period
in 1989.
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3.5 THE STORM OF OCTOBER 20TH, 1986

A 1- I..>: -~A I'"
/f.'I.-

!,b <: A ,"I;";
../
/t,'I..-

a) Definition of hydraulic conditions
As already stated, the wave and waterlevel recorder
failed at the day of the storm.
From other observations in the surroundings of the test
location the following conditions could be derived:
- max. wind velocity (ghust): 29 mis
- significant wave height Hs = approx 1.7 m /.~
- mean wave period Tz = approx 5 sec.
- max. wind set-up of the waterlevel: approx. 1 m.

b) visual description of the damaae
After the storm all mat types were damaged.
The damage consisted of:
_ downward displacements along the slope 1f.L".',;.l:~'1r s- P"-"'r'k lef-..-4\
- deformation of the slope
- damage at the joints between the different mat types,

especially between the ASAM- and Armorflex mats the
mat edges were turned-over

- damage at the internal joints between the standard mat
sections of 4, 6 and 8 metres length.

Especially at the joints locally the geotextile underneath __\
the matresses was visible .
An impression of the damage is given in Appendix 3 attached
to this report.

The reference sections of rip-rap at both sides of the test
sections were only slightly damaged.

c) stability calculations
The wave characteristics during the storm were:
Hs = 1.7 m ~.G
Tz = 5 sec.
The corresponding wave breaking parameter reads:

~2= 1.20

The following Hs/~D values can be calculated now:

type .6D Hs/..óD f/> *) f
[m] [-] [-] [-]

rip-rap 0.68 2.5 2.05 0.82
V.O.B. 0.18 9.4 3.5' 0.37
ASAM 0.20 8.5 3.5 0.41
Armorflex 0.18 9.4 3.54 0.37 c;,-f-.

Beto 0.20 8.5 3.5 0.41

*) including the effects of the slope angle and the wave
breaking parameter.
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For all mat types the stability factor f, being the ratio
between strength (~-value) and load (Hs/AD value) is
much less than 1.
It is obvious that failure of the slope protection is
very likely in this case.
Some damage to the rip-rap sections is also likely.

3.6 DISCUSSION ON FAILURE MECHANISMS

The storm of 20th October 1986 caused such a high exceedance
of the design loads that all mat types were seriously
damaged.
These circumstances make it impossible to refine the
stability criteria of these mat types on the basis of the
experiments.
On the other hand, the high exceedance of the design loads
resulted in a number of failure mechanisms, that occured
simultaneously.
The following mechanisms could be observed after the storm:

lifting up of the mats, both of individual blocks and of
groups of blocks. This phenomenon leads to pulling forces
in the connections between the blocks (cables or
geotextile) and to deformation of the subsoil;
loosening of the connection between 2 adjacent mat
sections, as a result of the increasing forces when
(part of) the mat is lifted up;
sliding down of the mats as soon as the connection
between 2 adjacent mat sections has failed. Sliding may
take place between the geotextile and the subsoil and
also between the blocks and the geotextile (the latter
for the types without block to geotextile fixation);
turning over of mat ends, especially after failure of the
connection between adjacent sections; according to the
design rules open mat ends without any anchoring or
connection should be treated as a single bloek;
bobbing up of the mats at the downward end of a mat
section that has been lifted, resulting in an ongoing
sliding down process;
breaking of steel cables, causing a loss of the internal
connection of a mat section; the blocks act as single
stones then, with much lower stability level;
erosion of the toe material, consisting of gravel
30-200 mm (1000 kg/mi) on minestone. The toe level was
some 2.5 m below the still·water level during the storm,
being too high to withstand the wave forces;
erosion of the sublayers, starting from holes in the
slope protection and from the eroded toe.
This erosion was observed at the sections where the
geotextile was placed directlyon the sand and also at
the sections where a 0.5 m thick layer of minestone was
applied, although the extent of the erosion in the latter
situation was less.
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In the Hartel Canal the spaces between the blocks of the mat
systems were filled in with gravel. At the Houtrib-dike this
fill was not applied.
In view of the damage that has been observed, it can be
doubted whether this default has led to a more severe
destruction or not.
In general terms, it seems to be likely that filling in of
the interstices by gravel indeed raises the level of
incipient instability.
However, as soon as significant displacements take place in
spite of the gravel fill, the fill will probably be washed
out soon and the mat stability will switch down to levels
corresponding to open interspaces.

This example shows clearly that a very careful analysis with
respect to the "secondary" stability criteria of the mat
system itself (joints, filters, toe, liftingjsliding, etc.)
and also with respect to the structure related aspects
(extent of damage, costs and time required for repair,
consequential losses, etc.) is deemed to be necessary before
making a decision on the stability level to be accepted,
especially for advanced systems that have a high resistance
against wave attack.

3.7 CONCLUSIONS

All 4 mat systems that were applied at the Houtrib-dike were
seriously damaged.
In view of the hydraulic loads that occured during an
extreme storm on 20th October 1986, the damage was not
exceptional.

As the storm happened to come immediately after completion
of the test emhankments, no experience could be obtained
about the behaviour of the mats under moderate conditions.

The observed damage demonstrated the presence of a number of
failure mechanisms, most of them being related to each
other.

The most important lesson of the tests at the Houtrib-dike \
is that the weakest point of block mats is the joint between
2 adjacent mat sections.
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fine gravel (30-80 mm) on geotextile on sand (Hartel Canal)

coarse gravel (80-200 mm) on geotextile on sand (Hartel Canal)
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•

rip-rap (5-40 kg) on geotextile, both on clay and on sand
(Hartel Canal)

bloeks placed on geotextile, clay, on gravel and on sand
(Hartel Canal)
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Basalton bloeks plaeed on silex and on geotextile/sand
(Hartel Canal)

Armorflex bloek mats plaeed on gravel (Hartel Canal)
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ACZ-Delta block mats
placed on geotextile/
gravel (Hartel Canal)

sand-sausage mattress Profix placed on gravel (Hartel Canal)
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PVC-Reno mattress (Maccaferri Gabions) placed on geotextile
on sand (Hartel Canal)

Fixtone open stone asphalt placed on sand asphalt on sand
Hartel Canal
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V.O.B.-mat, fixed to a geotextile and placed on minestone and
on sand (Houtrib-dike)

ASAM-mat, placed on a geotextile on minestone and on sand
(Houtrib-dike), showing joint between 2 adjacent mat sections
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Armorflex-mat placed on a geotextile on minestone
(Houtrib-dike), showing joint between 2 adjacent mat sections

Beto-mat placed on a geotextile on minestone and on sand
(Houtrib-dike), showing joint between 2 adjacent sections

NOTE: The last 4 pictures (Houtrib-dike) were taken after the
storm; the performance immediately after completion was much
better
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DESIGN OF BANK PROTECTION OF INLAND NAVIGATION FAIRWAYS

H.G. BLAAUW and F.C.M. van der KNAAP, Delft Hydraulics Laboratory,

M.T. de GROOT, Delft Soil Mechanics Laboratory, and K.W. PILARCZYK,

Hydraulics Division, Rijkswaterstaat

SYNOPSIS.
The collapse mechanism of bottom and bank constructions of
fairways under attack of ship induced water motion has been
studied from model and prototype tests. Transport relations
and design criteria for subsoil, filter layers, and protec
tion layers consisting of rip rap or blocks are formulated
and .verified, as far as they are at present.

..)

INTRODUCTION
1. Ships sailing in inland navigation fairways, produce a

water motion which attacks the bot tom and banks. During
recent years power and ship size has increased considerably,
resulting in more intensive attacks of fairway boundaries
and, thus, to high maintenance and construction costs. Due to
these reasons, the Dutch Public Works has charged the Delft
Hydraulics Laboratory (DHL) with a long-term investigation to
develop design rules for bank and bottom protection.

2. A protection layer should resist the hydraulic attack
and at the same time prevent the movement of subsoil and/or
filter material through the construction. Also, sliding of
the subsoil or parts of the construction must be prevented.
Both hydraulic and geotechnical aspects are thus of
importance, and therefore, the investigations are being
carried out in close cooperation with the Delft Soil
Mechanics Laboratory (DSML).

3. !Wo basic design approaches can be identified: the
deterministic and the probabilistic. In the deterministic
approach a dominant design condition is selected. On the
basis of this condition the dimensions of the protection
layer and filter are determined for the criterion of
'initiation of motion' (1. no (or slight) displacement of
individual stones of a rip rap top layer can be accepted; 2.
lifting of individual blocks of a block revetment by pressure
forces perpendicular to the slope cannot be accepted). The
probabilistic approach aims at a calculation of the total
damage of the construction on, for instanee, a time (year)
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base. The transmission functions required for this type of
calculation are determined by means of deterministic tests.
The present paper is therefore restricted to deterministic
design rules. The transport relations, required for a
probabilistic approach, will be presented as far as they are,
at present, available.

4. The investigations carried out, in the prototype and
also at a reduced scale, mainly concern push-tow canals, bank
slope 1:4, a rip-rap protection and a geotextile or granular
filter. Studies into the behaviour of block revetments have
started recently, and sorneinitial results are discussed.

DESIGN PROCESS
5. The design process, as presented in Fig. 1, forms the

basis of the design technique adopted.
rr---------------,

I
I

1..----- ---_j
I1 ,......-Jc:::;;:------;:;::::::;t::;;;----;;._;;:;~, ..=.u~ I
I I
I I

~=-~-""'--l

• c....,-.••• r _Ie, _, ..
IJ: ta' lI,... ,..1•..-

a ' II..,ltr_.,..,'

Fig. 1: Design process

The ship-induced
water motion and the
corresponding ship
speed are calculated
(Blocks 1 through 7)
using known ship
dimensions, fairway
cross-profile, and
applied engine power.

6. The ship
induced water motion
can be split up into
screw race, primary
wave and secondary
waves (Blocks 5, 6,
7). The primary wave
components are:

return current,
water-level depression, front wave, transversal stern wave
(Blocks 8, 10, 11).The secondary waves are composed of
diverging and translating waves which together form the well
known interference peaks. These waves are indicated in Blocks
9 and 12.
7. The various components of the ship-induced water motion

are indicated schematically in Fig. 2.

)

",
•• , ~.lfl 1 1 , ..

' ........r' _ ••• If,

Fig. 2: Review of water motion
components

8. The ship-induced
water motion attacks the
fairway boundaries.
Basically the areas under
attack, see Fig. 3, are:
(a) unprotected bottom and
part of the banks, (b)
lower protected area, and
(c) upper part of
revetment. The return
current (and screw race)
are important, for Areas a.
and b., whereas secondary
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waves and/or transversal stern wave dominate in Area c.

9. The external loads
(transversal stern wave,
secondary waves, return

current) exert friction and pressure forces on the protective
layer and are of prime importance for the determination of
dimensions of this layer. In the subsoil the pore pressures
respond to external variations of the water-level (front
wave, water-level depression, secondary waves). The resulting
forces determine the design requirements for the filter.

Fig. 3: Areas in the canal
cross-section and dominant
component of the water
motion

_ ......0

HYDRAUL IC LOAD
General
10. Detailed calculations of the ship-induced water motion,

bas~d on the given geometry of a fairway cross-profile, the
ship and the applied engine power are elaborated in this
chapter.
11. In addition to the ship-induced water motion other

hydraulic phenomena occur such as wind waves and tidal
current. In the fairways considered in the present studies
ship-induced waves are more important than wind-induced
waves. Therefore the wind-induced waves have not been taken
into account particularly in case of a deterministic design.
The effects of both ship-induced currents and natural
currents are discussed.

)

Speed prediction
12. Frequently vessel speed prediction calculations are not

required since the velocities of various types of ships are
weIl known. For instance in case of the renewal of an
existing protection (or large- scale maintenance) the design
can be based on the existing conditions. However these
calculations are indispensible, for new fairway design and/or
introduction of new vessel shapes or more highly powered
ships.
... .-._........ Fig. 4: Relation between shaft-horse

I hl _. __ ... h~:;__--+- power and ship speed

13. Speed'prediction calculations
~.o·~====~====~~~~~:are based on the equilibrium of the
1 .. 1----+~E:..:...:::,.......:::r------::;7"'~::r..total required power, on the one
~1-_~~~-7~-----r-hand, and part of the shaft

horsepower, representing the thrust
ul-~~~~--+-----+- power, on the other, viz:
~~~-~._~--~~~--~~~___. 'b , • .,.,

Rr(Vs + ür) a ~D.PS (1)



In ref. 1 this relation is extensively elaborated for pushing
convo)ls.
14. Measurements of resistance and propulsion were carried

out during the first series of tests on the Hartel-canal in
1981 for several configurations of pushing convoys. It
follows that, for loaded convoys: ~ = 0.85 • The relation

Dbetween shaft-horse power and ship speed for investigated
types of convoys, are given in Fig. 4.
It clearly follows, that the speed tend to limiting values
for higher applied powers.
General ship-induced water mot ion
15. The calculation of the ship-induced water motion is

very complicated and due to the full form of most of the ship
types the presence of bottom and banks, and the free water
level a three-dimensional calculation is necessary. This type
of calculation has not been fully developed yet and for the
presentpaper only a series of (most) one dimensional calcu
lation methons are discussed.

Fig. 5: Survey of results

r..~..~-~~.~--~~~~~~.~.~_=_.~_~_tr.~method can best be used as
~.'+1- function of width restrietion of
- . ·~'r· ,_.- the fairway and ship type. These

~------~~~L"~~~'-~LI~~~'~, .r·r·._ investigations are reported in
----- h~""::'."'-,.~""-"~' . -_ ......_.... ref. 2. The methods were
-- '.. verified with respect to their
applicability to predict water-level depression, sinkage and,
if possible, squat.
17. The results presented in ref. 2 were recently extended

with results of prototype measurements (ref. 3). A survey of
results is given in Fig. 5.
For the calculation of areas of water-level depression it
follows that, for pushing units, the method of Sharp and
Fenton gives relatively good results, while for other ship
types (including VLCC) the method of Bouwmeester proved to be
satisfactory.

.._ r _,.~•. :...~..._ ".. .._..._
r

: J ••••• , I:' l: 11

....._.--...._...,-.._-_ ...._ ..,.-...-._ ....~-..,_
..:-- ....... 1--
1-0.'-
,"-'r

5

16. Generally, three main
approaches can be distinguished,
based on: conservation of
energy, or momentum (one
dimensional; two-dimensional
slender body theory; empirics •
To get insight into the
applicability of these methods,
a thorough investigation was
carried out, at the DRL, to
determine which calculation

Detailed ship-induced water motion
18. Return current. The maximum return current (Qr) and the

simultaneously occurring maximum shear stress (~) are
decisive for the stability of a bank or bottom protection.
During the conditions observed the return current had a more
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or le~s uniform distribution outside the boundary layers of
ship and bottom, and banks. The current direction coincided
approximately with the direction of the fairway axis (ref.5).
19. The shear stress can be calculated according to:

i = cfrt p û~ in which cfr = (2.87 + 1.58 log~ )-2.5 (2)
s

according to the Schlichting Formula for rough plates.
In this formula x is the distance over which a water particle
near the embankment has moved due to the return current when
a certain part of the ship-length (X) has passed. x is given
by:

urx = Ü +v X (3)
r 5

The maximum value for Ür occurs at a distance of 0.25 to 0.35
LOA from the bow.

The value for the bottom
roughness (ks)' including
effects of unevenness, had
quite a spread. A value of ks =

.00.oS .cuo .000 0 •._ -0'" .0... .uo •...,. 4. D50 is an acceptable average
~ value.

In Fig. 6 the value of nr, related to ür for a certain ship
speed, can be taken as function of rate of "eccentricity"(y).
20. When a natural current prevails, in the fairway, the

shear stress due te the return current ant the natural
current can be calculated, according to ref. 4:

t'r
1

o' .

Fig. 6: Relation between
extreme and average return
current

"t = t cf (u +5.Û )2 in which cf = 0.06 {log k12h}-2
c c cfc r c s (4)

21. Transversal stern wave.The principal characteristics of

Fig. 7: Principal characters of
transversal stern wave

the transversal stern wave and
related local current velocities at the side slopes are
indicated in the sketch presented in Fig. 7.
22. The steepness of the transversal stern wave has been

determined at both model and prototype scales. It follows

from

" 2i _ (6h) (5)
max zo "The steepness has a limiting value of 1max - 0.1 to 0.15.

The factor,zo' can be calculated according:
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zo y~ = 0.04 - 0.158 b (6 )

·1

I r

, t:rJ . ..
: - -. . '''i,_:-: - :.--.
~~ ......!Ia~~-- ... . .--I..--'"

Fig. 8: Relation between
transversal stern wave height
and average water-level
depression •

Taking into account the effect
of "eccentric" navigation (y/b).
The maximum value of the height

-:" -Ota -oos 0 -eee -ee .0" -OIO ·o,~ of the transversal stern wave,I.
---- related to the results of the

one-dimensional calculations ( 6h ), including the effeèt of
"eccentric" navigation, 1s given in Fig. 8.
23. The maximum current velocities occurring in the

transversal stern wave can be estimated as:

umax = (1 -
(7)

u
max

= 0.1

24. Secondary waves. Secondary waves are composed of
transverse and diverging waves, which.together form
interference peaks. Interference peaks, and, to a less extent
(behind the ship) transverse waves are of special interest in
relation to bank attack. Secondary waves are elaborated
thoroughly in ref.7. Arelation has been derived to determine
the height of the interference peaks using the method of
Gates and Herbich (ref. 8):

S -0.33 Vs 2.67
Hi = ai·h·(ïl) • (TgR) (8)

)
J

From DHL prototype and model experiments it follows that: ai
= 0.80, pushing unit (loaded); ai = 0.35, P?shing unit
(empty), tugboat; ai = 0.25, conventional inland motorvessel.
The wave length of the interference peaks can be described,
ref. 7, as:

LWi = 0.67
21t 2

• - • Vg s (9)

25. Screw race. The velocities occurring in the screw race
for ships manoeuvring and underway are extensively dealt with
in ref. 9 and ref. 10. For a manoeuvring ship the velocities
behind the propeller can be calculated according:
u 2.8 D r2 ]
~ _ 0 • exp [-15.4-
u x 2
o s xs

with: Do - 0.71 Dp (propeller); Do - Dp (ducted propeller);
Do - 0.85 Dp (propeller in tunnel).
The limited outflow velocity is

(10)

u - 1.60 • n • D • ~
o p P TI

( 11)
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The inÎluence of forward ship speed, presence of rudders and
the consequences of the operation of more than one propeller
are discussed in (ref.lO).
26. Front wave. On the basis of the results of prototype

and model experiments, the steepness of the front wave at the
bank slope can be obtained from:

~f = c(y) • ~hf in which

-4 ~c(y) = 4.06 • 10 .y + 1.79 • 10

(12)

)

The height of the front wave,
related to the calculated water
level depression, is presented

-0" -0"" -00' 0 .0 ... 0"" ·0.. ·0,. .ou as function of the rate of
"eccentric" navigation (y/b) in

Fig.9. The front wave is important for the determination of
the prevailing pressure gradients in the subsoil.

I I
r-~I
~ . ..

./'

~
7, .'.

~
~ .

.~ ..
0

.

Fig. 9: Relation between front
wave height and average water
level depression

,I.

.)

INTERNAL LOAD
27. Ship-induced waves in a channel constitute a direct

external hydraulic load on the embankment but also bring
about, indirectly, an internalload. Fluctuations in the
water level due to passing ships affect pore water pressures
under the top layer of the bank protection and in the
subsoil. The influence of the fluctuations depends on wave
frequency and amplitude and also on design characteristics,
such as geometry of filter layers and on the permeability,
density and stiffness parameters of the subsoil •
28. Wave-induced pare pressures under the ~evetment layer

and in the subsoil constitute the internal load on the bank
protection structure. The relation between external and
internal loads plays an essential role when considering the
strength of the bank protection, and the stability of bank
protection can only be determined satisfactorily by
considering the top layer and subsoil simultaneously.
Optimizing a design only with respect to, say, maximum
strength of the top layer against the externalload, can give
rise to loss of internal stability ann thus lead to erosion.
Meeting the requirements for external stability does not
automatically imply internal stability or vice versa. In some
cases a compromise has to be found see, for example, section

35.
29. Hydraulic boundary condition. Only fluctuations of the

water-level will form the representative hydraulic boundary
condition for the internalload. Both amplitude and speed of
these fluctuations have an impact on the induced groundwater

flow.
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30. ft Response subsoil. In general the response in the
subsoil to channel water-level fluctuat10ns can be described
as follows. The phreatic level in the filter layer(s) cannot
immediately follow a sudden lowering of the channel level.

,)

""t\dl~",,'b ..d -o'.rl .....1 _

_11~~--~~~~~~~K~'~~'~6P~.~t~~~~~~~Fig. 10: Wave-induced internalnet., D>lOCl ' ...... '"...nt
• • • '1~.. load factors

I... pl Cf'P"."IC)f"I , . ~

,\\.~ ••'1. i. ...""

pIOCf'CIblocl! ,.".tfnf'nt
filt.,lay." .9.0,,."1.

excess pore pressure, which results in hydraulic gradients in
three rnain directions: (a) a hydraulic gradient, i , in thex
longitudinal direction of the waterway, (b) a hydraulic
gradient, iy, in the transverse direction of the waterway in
the plane ot the slope, and (c) a hydraulic gradient, iz, in
the direction perpendicular to the slope. Furtherrnore, uplift
pressures, 6p against the slope revetment occur, when there

st
are less perrneable top layers, see Fig. 10.
31. Prototype measurements. An attempt has been made to

establish arelation between he external hydraulic load and
the induced internal load factors using a theoretical
approach (analytical, nurnerical), see section 62, a scale
model approach, see ref. 6, and prototype measurements.
Prototype measurements have been carried out in the Hartel
canal in the harbour area of Rotterdam in 1981 and also very
recently in 1983. External and internal loads induced by
pushing units have been thoroughly investigated; several
types of bank protection served as test sections for the
experiments, see ref. 11.
32. Relation between external and internalload. Both the

leading limits of the water-level depression (front wave) and
its gradient with respect to time are representative for the
internal load. Results of prototype measurements show, that
the product of the front wave height 6hf and the speed, with
which the water level depression comes about is a satisfac
tory practical measure for the internal hydraulic gradients.
Note, that the ship's speed V , is implicitly represented by

öh s
the quantity 6hf• öt' viz.:

öh öh öx
6hf • öt = 6hf • öx • öt = 6hf • if • Vs

33. The hydraulic gradient, ix,in the longitudinal x
direction, proved to be only of minor importance in the
relation between internal load and strength. Any grain
transport in this direction can be either positive or
negative depending on the navigation direction. Generally the
net grain transport in the x-direction can therefore be
neglected. On the other hand, in the transverse direction,
the internal response to the external load is of particular
interest.
34. Figures 11, 12 and

protection, the measured

Under the top layer of the
protection there remains an

(13)

13 show, for three types of
transverse hydraulic gradient, iy'
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directly under the geotexti1e as a function of the compound
oh

hydrau1ic boundary condition, Öhf • ot. It fo110ws, that

app1ication of a re1ative1y permeab1e gravel 1ayer under the
top 1ayer of concrete b10cks reduces transverse hydrau1ic
gradients considerab1y. Apparent1y the storage capacity of
the gravel 1ayer allows flow from the subsoi1 through the
geotexti1e into the filter 1ayer, thus reducing flow under
the geotextile towards the toe of the slope. Figures 11, 12
and 13 show amore or less linear lncrease of the transverse

oh
• ot up to a value

0.02 m2/s; above this value

hydraulic gradient, iy' with Öhf
oh

of 6hf • ot in the range 0.01 to

almost no further increase in iy was measured. Maximum values
for iy' in the order of 0.5, were recorded for concrete
blocks without an underlying gravel layer. This maximum value
was attained at the lowest outerop point of the groundwater,
s
~ D.!>
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Fig 11 Test section of placed
block revetment upon gravel
layer
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Fig. 12 Test section of
placed block revetment

Fig. 13: Test section of rip
rap

following a water-level
depression. Since, in general,
the amount of pore water in a
slope is large with respect to
the flow discharge into the

6 channel during a water-level
depression, the transverse

continue to be operative a~ longhydraulic gradient,iy' will
as the passage of th~ ship.
35. Hydraulic gradients, i , measured perpendicular to the

slope, were very similar for the different test sections. The
value of i~, averaged over the upper first half a meter
perpendicular to the slope was about 0.15. These uplift
gradients occurred during the channel water depression, that
is, simultaneously with the transverse gradient, iy' Ref. 12
shows that this combination of "blowing" (flow in an upward
direction) with flow parallel to the surface is more critical
for grain stability than suction with flow parallel to the
surface. Although blowing reduces the effect of the drag
force exerted by the parallel flow, the reduction of the
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effective grain weight is the principle unfavourable factor
contributing to loss of grain stability.
36. Uplift pressures under the top layer, as a consequence

of a fall in the water-level, are to be expected in the case
of revetments which are only slightly permeable, for example,
concrete blocks laid with very narrow joints. Such a

Fig. 14: Uplift pressures
under block revetment

protection, with joint width
smaller than 0.5 mm, has been
examined in the Hartel-canal

.__ prototype measurements.
:::::..~Uplift pressures, ~p

_...."... shown in Fig. 14. st
Here there is a conflict between the design for external
stability and the design for internal stability. Application
of a gravel layer under the revetment increases uplift
pressures but reduces transverse hydraulic gradients directly
unqer the geotextile. Making therevetment more permeable,
within limits, by enlargingthe joints can possibly balance
these conflicting design requirements.
37. The prevailing question about whether the magnitude of

internal hydraulic gradients and uplift pressures will lead
to loss of internal stability is connected with the relation
between internal loads versus strength of the protection.
Although complete answers cannot yet be given some aspects
are discussed below in section 38 and following.

- ...... ' ....., ......' ... ' .••• 1I.,..
are

STRENGTH OF BANK CONSTRUCTION
Technical requirements
38. The technical requirements can be described briefly as

follows: a good construction must be sufficiently stable,
flexible and durable. Stability means that no part of the
construction can be displaced (see Introduction);
flexibility, on the other hand, means that the construction
(or part of it) can deform to a limited extent without losing
mutual connection. Durablity concerns the resistance of the
materials to weathering of any kind.

Internal failure mechanisms
39. The stability of bank protection can be endangered by

external forces, and by the induced internal forces. It is
desirabie to determine critical values for typical internal
load factors, which, in turn, depend on the external
hydraulic load. The criterion for such critical values should
be, that internal loads exceeding this value lead to eros ion
of whatever kind. The kind of erosion depends to some extent
on the type of bank protection. Questions that arise
immediately are: what internal load factors can be taken as
typical; what failure mechanism, brought about by the typical
internalload, does one have in mind; how can one provide
against possible internal erosion. Formulation of such
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critical values for internal load factors provides an
essential tooI for developing design criteria for bank
protection.
40. In the case of placed block revetments, initially there

is a loss of stability when induced uplift pressure forces
exceed the sum of the weight of single blocks and their
mutual friction forces. One or more blocks can be lifted out
from the revetment and the external hydraulic load can then
act freely upon the proteetion, accelerating failure. To rely
on uncertain friction forces is hazardous, since the uplift
of one single block can lead to extensive damage of the
protection. With blocks which do not interlock one has to
take into consideration that some blocks in the revetment
will be badly conneeted. In addition uplift pressures under
neighbouring blocks will reduce any friction effects
considerably. Both prototype measurements and analytical
modeis, ref. 13, 14, and 15, show, that uplift pressures
increase with the permeability of the subsoil filter layer
and decrease with the permeability of the top layer.
41. The stability of bloek revetments can also be

endangered when hydraulic gradients, i and i , on the
interface between top layer and subsoil exceeá the critical
value. Depending on the storage capacity of the subsoil grain

transport can take place
through the geotextile or
towards the toe of the
slope, see Fig. 15. To
provide against this long
term failure mechanism a
sandtight geotextile should
be placed on the subsoil.
The determination of
critical values for the
internal load is being

.....

Fig. 15: Possible failure mecha
nisms by internal load

)
studied in the laboratory.
42. Design. For a filter to function properly it has to

meet requirements for sandtightness and water permeability.
Recent research for the storm surge barrier in the Eastern
Scheldt indicates that vertical, parallel, cyclic and
stationary flows can be distinguished in granular filters,
see ref. 16. Critical hydraulic gradients have been found to
be higher for stationary gradients due to the arching of
grains. Furthermore, the permeability of the filter layer or
geotextile should be at least as high as that of the subsoil.
The percentage of open area of the geotextiles, usually
defined by the diameter 095, is of specific interest.
Although there i8 no uniformity for the limiting value of

95this parameter, ~ ( 2 is considered to be on the safe side,
90see ref 17.

Stability and transport prediction for rip rap top layers
43. A number of computational models have been developed
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from the analysis of experiments in order to predict the
stability and the transport of the top layer material under
attack of the return current (including natural currents),
the transversal stern wave, the secondary waves and the screw
race of the top layer.
44. Return currents and/or natural currents. The stability

against currents can be computed in different ways. If the
current velocity, uc' near the bank is known a quick estimate
can be made with the stability criterion according to (ref.
18) using:

uc
-;:::==~ = k1I g.l1.D·n

(= a constant) (14)

From analysis of experiments it follows that k1 - 1.2 to 1.5
45. A more accurate estimate of the stability against

currents can be made with the criterion of Shields (ref. 19).. ~
In this case the maximum shear stress, ~ , acting on the rip
rap has to be known in order to compute the flow
parameter, <!J , from the following:

,I. __ ~ 1 i whi h k., jl tan2a i
'+' • -k n C'l) = cosa -

p.g.l1.DsO D tan2E
Different values of <!J can be taken depending on the require
ments, viz.: <!J ( 0.03 - practically no transport of rip rap;
0.03 < ~ ( 0.06 - small transport of rip rap; <!J > 0.06 -
rapidly increasing transport intensities.
46. In some situations some transport of material, caused

by extreme loads, can be accepted. Such transports can be
quantified with a modified version of the transport form~a
according to Paintal (ref. 5):

(15)

~ = 1.64 • 1010 ~10.86 (16)

in which ~ ~ transport parameter, qsllg.l1.Ds~, with qs
representing the transport of material per unit width.
Equation 16 is compared with measured transport data in Fig.
16.

Fig. 16: Transport caused by
return current

.
1o~~~~~!j~~~~~~~_47. Transversal stern wave.~ The stability of rip rap on a'

~~~~r+H#~++~~~~:~~ slope 1:4 against the action of
0_.._ ..' co- .... ..' the transversal stern wave

- • caused by a push tow unit
sailing near to the bank has been determined. In Fig. 17 the
measured number of transported stones (n ) has beenmeas
plotted versus the characterlstic stern wave,..
parameter l1h/6.DsO.Clearly it can be seen that rlp rap did
not move when:

(17)
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Fig. 17: Measured transport versus
stern wave parameter

48. !Wo rnethodshave been developed
to predict the transport caused by
the transversal stern wave of a push
tow unit. The first method is the
most simple and has been based on
measurements of shear stresses caused
by a solitary wave. From the

~ measurements of Naheer (ref. 20) it
can be shown that:

g.DsO
cfw = 0.62 (18)

V2s
The flow parameter ~ can be determined from Equations (7)wand (16), as follows:

c • u2
~w = fw max (19)

2.g.6.DsO

The model tests show, see Fig. 18, using the method of linear
regression, that:

6.86
n = 7.2 • 107 ~w (20)

f,
••·1 •

I
su
d , .,7,,,,' :..;., , I, ,:~
-00..

,
I~

H-' ._..--I ........ {ODwr~ --'''' .o..,tOO

11 IJl..'" • J ., .J.'

J f

Fig. 18: Transport related to the flow
parameter ~

w

6 2 1 B·6 fLn I: - • C • - - B 4> dx
~ v V D3 e 0

s 50
50. In practice Equation (21) cannot be applied easily and

it has been simplified therefore by using the integral value

of ofL 4> dx - 4> • L with 4> representing the maximummax e max

From Fig. 18 it can be seen that Equation
(20) gives a good prediction of the measured
transport in the prototype.
49. If a push tow unit is sailing sorne

distance from the bank, the transport
predicted with Equation (20) is overesti
mated. In these cases a second method is
recommended which has been extensively
described in ref. 6. This method is more
complicated and has been based on the
calculation of the shear stress distribution

~ occurring under the stern wave. Using the
--~ transport relation of Paintal (ref. 21) and

assuming a constant effective transport width, Be' the total
transport can be determined by integration over the stern
wave length, L:

(21)
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transport parameter and Le the effective transport length
depending on the length L. The important parameters have been
computed as follows:

2.5
4> = 13 ~max (Paintal) ( 22)
max

a "
4>max

z 6h i (imax: see Equation (5» (23):s-

• 6·°50 •2 max

2V2 6.050 2sa ::: 1 - ( " ) (0 < a < 1) (24)
z '" z

g.6h 6h

The following expressions were derived, from the transports
measured in the model, to determine Be and Le:

A 2
B :::1.8 6h and ·BL = 0.23 z (see also Equation (6» (25)
e e e 0

o The data from the prototype
experiments, see Fig. 19, show that
the method presented gives good
results,
51. A formula has been derived, by

measuring the lowest level óf
--+"_00 transport below the undisturbed water

level. With this formula it is possible to determine the
lowest level of the upper part of the protection construc~
tion, see Fig. 3. This formula has the following form:

/
/

._'. J.-"(
I
I
/

o .,
90./.
/.
/
I

o

Fig. 19: Computed transport versus
measured transport

'.
)

"'-

...:E....::: 4.4 (6h - 1.2) (26)
050 6·°50

The applicability of this formula, in practice, is determined
by the requirement that the lower part of the protection
construction which is subject to the attack of return
currents, see Fig. 3, must be stable against the stern wave
attack. Sa, if ~e DSO of the protection material on the
lower part and 6h , the maximum water level depression caused
by the stern wave, are known, the lowest level, y', of the
upper part below the undisturbed water level can be computed.
52. Secondary waves. A start has now been made to

investigate the stability and transport related to ship-in
duced secondary waves, see ref. 7•• There is considerable
information in.literature about the stability of rip rap
against the attack of waves perpendicular to the slope. In
this context use has been made of the Hudson Formula
(ref.22):

A.~50 ( (~R • cotga)1/3 • S~/3 (27)

A value of 2.2 is given for KRR in circumstances of breaking
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waves with heigths less then 1.5 m. Assuming the value of
KRR, valid for the secondary waves, Equation (27) indicates
that stability in the prototype and model (cotga a 4, Sf =
0.65) is guaranteed if H/~.D~O ( 1.8 • However in the tests,
see Fig. 20, it was found tháf no material was transported
for values of:

-. e-
I- -=---1 00 ~ ••

.00 ,------,-

- 1

1; (.0 .. , •• ~~
...... ' .~atO' ...
...... (. 0,. I ~o ..
''_ .0..0 . .0 ...

o.\-. _~ .u~ ~.__".~..
-----.-'0;

-

..

..

(28)

Fig. 20: Transport versus secondary wave
parameter

53. The difference between prediction and
experiment may be due to several factors
including the influence of wave length, L ,w
on the stability or the different wave
propagation direction. In this respect use
has been made of the werk of Pilarczyk
(ref. 23), in Which the following stability
criterion for perpendicular wave attack was
presented:

H (N
~.D50 s

with: Ns = 0.54 ~ (~ )-0.25, (for ~ (0.05 tga)
w w

(29)

(30)

0.5 H 0.25 H
Ns = 2.25 (cotga) ~ (r-) , (for r- > 0.05 tga) (31)

w w
(32)kE = tgE ~ cosa + sina

In Equation (32) E is the natural angle of repose and can be
taken at 450 for natural quarry stones, see ref. 23. From the
tests it was observed that, in the critical situation -
characterized by H/~.D50 = 3 in Fig. 20 and Equation (28) -
H/Lw had a value of 0.08. This means, with cotga = 4, that

Ns.Sfl/3 - 2.5, which is less than the value of 3.0 given in

Equation (28).
54. It can be assumed that this small difference is due toothe direction of wave propagation, 9 a 54 • It is

recommended that in such cases the wave height should be
0.5

reduced to H.(cos9) • Substitution of this reduced value
of H in Equation (29) gives:

i
../

H (N • S • (cos9)-0.5 (33)
~.D50 s f

In the critical situation mentioned above the stability value
for H/~.D will now increase to 3.3, which is in good
agreement5Bith the experimental value, see Equation (28).
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55. As in the case of the stern wave an express10n to
determine the lowest level of the protection zone against
secondary waves, be10w the undisturbed water surface, has
been derived from the measured transport, see Fig. 21:

v' (H _ )---L-=3.0 1.5D50 11.D50

I
I

I
J

Ru-=H
2 c (~)_O.5 tg~ = 2 c ~ (for ~ < 3)s L sw

(35)

the

(34)

Fig. 21: Lowest level of transport by
secondary waves

The applicability of Equation (34) is
determined by the requirement that no
damage may occur in the lower
protection zone, see Equation (26).
56.· The upper boundary of the

protection zone with respect to the
undisturbed water surface, can be
determined with the wave run-up formula

with Ru = wave run-up and Cs = 0.6 for rip rap

57. Screw race. Stabi1ity of bottom and bank protection
against the screw race attack is important When ships are
manoeuvring near locks and berths•

.. 0 ,...----.,.......,---,---,

.. 1-+-+--+-+-+-+-1

Fig. 22: Transport caused by screw race~'O : =-:;"":"-'+-+-+--1

For these situations model and prototype
experiments indicate that:

u___ x....,._r < c
I..I-+-+-~-'t--+---i
1 : 1-+-+--+-+-,1-+-1

JO t--+-~I-+I',,+-' -+-i ( g .11•DO) 0 • 5
" . . in whic~ llx r represents screw-induced current
.: .: veloeities tomputed with Equation (10) and c
• 010.0 00 '" ., .. is a constant. From Fig. 22 it can be seen

- J~;" that, according to the experiments (ref. 10):
c = 0.55 (no transport); c a 0.70 (small transport).
58. The area in which the transport occurs is characterized

by, see ref. 10,: 0.05 < zs/xs < 0.35 and -0.2 < Ys/xs < 0.2,
in which xs' Ys and Zs are ordinates with the origin in the
centre of the screw.

001-+-+--+-+:-+-+-1
"I-+-+--+-+-+~-i

( 36)

Experimental model for the stability of block revetments
59. A slope revetment consisting of loose blocks derives

its strength from the mass of each individual bloek. Friction
between individual blocks increases the strength of the slope
revetment. Other factors also may contribute to the strength
of a slope revetment, for example, interlocking between
b10cks, c1enching of the b1ocks, etc. A slope revetment may
a1so derive its strength from the sublayer. In the case of an
impermeable sublayer, for example, "good" clay, the pressure
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underneath the hlocks cannot build-up as easily as in the
case of permeable sublayer and this results in a higher
revetment strength. However, when erosion of the clay occurs,
for example, "poor" clay, the strength of the slope revetment
ls reduced. In this case, therefore, the strength of the
clay, that is, resistance against erosion, is the weakest
link.
60. For wave attack (wind waves or shlp waves) the

downsurge stage is mostly decisive for the possible lifting
up of blocks, that is, the combination of pressure due to the
high level of phreatic line and pressure due to the oncoming
wave front. A simplistic equilibrium analysis of the
stability of blocks placed on a permeable sublayer leads to
the following strength equation:

H cosa
Ó..Db = r:- ( 37)

i
where K is an empirical constant (or function) depending on
revetment type (friction/interlock between blocks and
porosity of revetment) and cooperation with blocks lying
above.
61. In the case of ship-induced loads, for example,

transversal stern wave and/or secondary waves, the value of K
can be roughly taken equal to 0.20 for free blocks and 0.15
for grouted °revetments.However, in the latter case, the
stability of the filter and/or sublayer may be more critical.
The absolute height of a block must not be less than about
0.10 m for it to retain its stability. More exact relation
ships on the aspects will probably be available when the
recent prototype data have been compiled and evaluated.
62. !he upper boundary of a block revetment with respect to

the undisturbed water surface is directly related to the wave
run-up, wich can be computed with Equatlon (35) taking into
account a value of 1.0 for the constant cs·

Mathematical model for the stability of block revetments
63. A mathematical model has been developed by the DSML for
the calculation of pore pressures in the layer underneath a
block revetment, ref. 15 and 24. !he model is based on the
solution of the equation for groundwater flow in the layer
underneath the blocks, with leach terms to include the
seepage through the revetment. !he variation of the phreatic
line within the filter layer is included by a simultaneous
solution of the mass balance equation for the flow to and
from the phreatic surface. By using a finite difference code
arealistic representation of the revetment as an alternation
of blocks and joints is possible. !he permeability may be a
function of the local hydraulic gradient, thus alloWing for
turbulent or semi-turbulent flow. Formulae for flow in narrow
joints have been derived from special permeability tests. !he
geometry of the protection may be rather arbitrary in the
model; a succession of different slopes is possible. !he
hydraulic boundary conditions may sIso be arbitrary, for
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example, it is possible to use a tape with measured wave
pressures as input for the programme. The programme
calculates both pore pressures and the phreatic level as a
function of time and place. The following conclusions can be
rlerived from the caleulation study: a. The risk of damage to
the surface layer deereases with: more permeable revetments
and with less permeable or thinner (or even completely
absent) underlying (filter) layers; b. The elevation of the
mean level of the phreatie surfaee above its original level
increases the more permeable the revetment; however, the pore
pressures are then smaller; c. An important parameter for the
determination of the quasi-statie pressures underneath the
revetment is the leaeh length, defined as À = sinexIbdk/k",
where exis the slope of the dam, b is the thickness of the
(filter) layer underneath the revetment, d is the thiekness
of the revetment and k' and k are the permeability of the
revetment and of the filter layer respeetively.

:z:......
10

:::5 oa
IfooL!i0." 000I~ :i:::~orO!o.~o 0 a te 12 I~

Fig. 23 Uplift pressure under revetment

__. Cllrfttft..eonlc ••
""...._t.rH/).

A pressure-difference curve is given in
Fig. 23 based on a horizontal free water
surfaee, which varies sinusoidally in
time, with amplitude H.

RECOMMENDATIONS
64. The design rules, presented in this paper, eoncern the

subsoil, the filter layers, the bottom and bank proteetion
construetions of fairways. As input the predicted values of
the water motion near the banks and bottom are needed. Until
now both the prediction of the water motion and the developed
design rules are mainly based on results of measurements with
pushing units. To give wider applicability to the design
rules presented it is reeommended to: (a) make a verifieation
for more varied eircumstanees as different ship types,
ehannel cross-seetions, subsoils; (b) take the influenee of
more ships at a eross profile into account as weIl as a
verification of the effect of natural currentsj (e) elaborate
and adapt the formulas given for speed predictionj (d) study
the long term effects on the behaviour of the protections and
subsoil; Ce) check and possibly improve the relations to
determine the dimensions of bloek revetmentj Cf) develop
critical values for internal hydraulic gradients; (g) develop
a 3-dimensional model to caleulate the ship induced water
motion, especially near to the bottom and banks.
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effective transport width
waterline width of channel
shear stress coefficients

porosity coefficient
front wave coefficient
shape parameter
block height
nominal diameter
effective outflow diameter
propeller diameter
characteristic diameters of graded material
gravitation acceleration
wave height
height of interference peak
water depth
average waterlevel depression
transversal stern wave height
front wave height
front wave steepness
maximum stern wave steepness
hydraulic gradients
stability factor
thrust coefficient of propeller
coeffic1ents
roughness
stern wave length
effective transport length
length overall
length of interference peak
stability coefficient
number of transported stones
number of revolutions
characteristic open area in geotextile
installed engine power
total resistance
wave run-up
radial distance to screw centre
distance to ship's side
shape factor
current velocity
maximum current velocity in transversal stern wave
average return current velocity
maximum return current velocity
screw-1nduced current veloc1ties
out fl ow veloc1 ty
sh1p's speed
d1stance from ship's bow
d1stance from screw centre
eccentr1c d1stance from canal axis
lowest level of transport
stern wave coeffic1ent
slope angle
coefficient for interference peaks
coefficient for transversal stern wave
relat1ve dens1ty
efficiency
natural angle of repose
an~le of wave propagation
shear stresses
transport parameters
shear stress parameters

m
m

m
m
m
m
m
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11
11
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11
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DUTCH PROTOTYPE EXPERIMENTS WITH

BANK PROTECTION SYSTEMS

Appendix 3

Impression of damage to the
test embankments at the Houtrib-dike
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Picture 1 V.O.B.-mat; impression of the deformation of the
slope. On the foreground, the transition to the
ASAM-mat

Picture 2 V.O.B.-mat; detail of the slope deformation
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Picture 3 V.O.B./ASAM; transition between both mat types

Picture 4 ASAM-mat; detail of damage
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Picture 5 ASAM-mat i part of the bank protection slided down
along the slope. On the foreground, the
transition to the Armorflex section

Picture 6 ASAM-mati detail of the internal joint between
standard mat sections
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Picture 7 : Armorflex-mat; detail of damage close to the
transition to the Beto-mat

Picture 8 Beto-mat; impression of the deformation of the
slope. On the foreground the transition to the
rip-rap reference section
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Picture 9 Beto-mat; detail of damage

Picture 10: Beto-mat;
detail of the internal
joint between standard
mat sections
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Picture 11: Beto-mat; over all picture of slope deformation
and damage

Picture 12: Beto-mat: part of mat slided down and pushed up
against lower mat sections (detail of picture 11)




